
Mocks Feedback- Unit 1 4.3.15

Register task:

Reflect back to the mock exams; how well do you 
think you did in the reading paper? Why?

Write a couple of sentences in your book (green pen)

e.g. 

Unit 1 Reading – I think I got a ??  grade because I 
remembered to…..   /  because I didn’t ……



Mocks Feedback- Reading 4.3.15
Today you will be:

- Reflecting on what the examiners 
are looking for in order to improve 
your answers

Tasks for FOUNDATION tier:
1. Read own paper
2. Look at mark scheme and 

model answers as a class
3. Write your own EBI for 

each question
4. Copy EBIs into tracker

Tasks for HIGHER tier:
1. Read own paper
2. Look at mark scheme and 

model answers individually
3. Write your own EBI for 

each question
4. Copy EBIs into tracker



Q1- a finding information question

- Make any 
corrections

- If you didn’t get 
10 marks, write 
an EBI (e.g. look 
at the number of 
marks, give 
specific answers,

TOP TIP:

Think about how to 
layout- you don’t 
need to write in full 
sentences, but do 
need to write 
enough to be clear 
and specific



Q2- an ‘Explain what’ question

• Which of the following bands are you in?  Why? How could 

you improve?

• Write yourself an EBI for this question



• How many marks would this answer get?  Why?
• Does she use quotes or paraphrase? What is the effect?



Q3- a ‘How does the writer…’ question

• Which of the following bands are you in?  How could you improve?
• Is Q3 always a ‘How does the Writer?’ question?
• Write yourself an EBI for this question



• What is good about this model? Why did the highlioghted
sections get double ticks?

• How many marks would it get?  Why?
• How could it be improved?



• What is good 
about this model?

• Why has the WJEC 
marker underlined 
some parts?

• How could this be 
improved?



Q4- a ‘Comparing the texts…’ question
• This reading paper tests your ability to read the question as well as the 

texts- did it tell you to write in table? TABLES LIMITED TO 5/6 marks
• Always follow the instructions; use full sentences/ paragraphs unless you 

are told to list or draw a table



DIRT time

Choose your lowest scoring question out of Q2, 3 or 4 

Have another go at it, in order to gain FULL MARKS



Plenary

1. Write EBIs in your tracker sheet (grades to follow)

Example EBIs:

Read the question carefully

Make more points

Don’t repeat points

Aim for at least 6/7 points

Use short embedded quotes

Show that I have understood the text and made inferences

3. What have we learned today?
In pairs write the 2 most important things you have learned on a post-it note. 
Write any questions you still have on the back of the post-it note.  
We will use these as a starter in a lesson this week.


